DIRECTIONS TO HELDERBERG PERSONNEL
FROM CAPE TOWN
Take N2 to Somerset West. Drive past the Somerset Mall. At the first robot after the
Mall turn left into Victoria Road. Carry on with Victoria Road until it T junctions into
Main Road. Turn Left. Drive on for one block. Look out for St Elmo’s on your right
hand side. Straight after St Elmo’s you will see a Parking Area. That centre is the
Twin Oaks Centre (see the picture below). You will have to drive up Main Road and
make a U Turn and come back, you are welcome to park in the Twin Oaks Centre
parking at a nominal fee. Make your way between “Boston City College” and “Amics
Bar” to the next building (Twin Oak Towers). Slightly to your right you will find an
entrance. We are located on the 2nd Floor. Once you reach the second floor turn
right. We are the office at the end of the corridor
FROM STELLENBOSCH
Take the R44 from SBosch to Somerset West. Turn left into Main Road at the Lord
Charles Hotel Robot. Drive on with Main Road until you reach the business district of
town. Go past Philwest (The Volkswagen Car Dealership) on your left hand side, past
Lion Square Centre (Spar) also on the left and continue straight cross the robot on
the corner of the Lion Square Centre. On your left you will see a small parking area.
This is the Twin Oaks Centre. You will notice Exact Copy Centre is located in this
centre. You are welcome to park here at a nominal fee. Make your way between
“Boston City College” and “Amics Bar” to the next building (Twin Oak Towers).
Slightly to your right you will find an entrance. We are located on the 2nd Floor. Once
you reach the second floor turn right. We are the office at the end of the corridor
Physical address: Twin Oak Towers, 140 Main Road Somerset West

